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A NEW MEASURE OF A PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL

FIELD EXTENSION

ISRAEL ZUCKERMAN

Let G be a differential field of characteristic zero with
the commuting derivations dί9 — 9dm. If F is a differential
subfield of G, the algebraic and differential degrees of trans-
cendence of G over F, denoted respectively by d(G/F) and
d.d(G/F) are numerical invariants of the extension. Unlike
the ordinary differential case (m=l) d.d. (G/F)=0 does not
imply that d(G/F) is finite. In this paper an intermediate
measure of the extension is constructed, called the limit vector.
The first and last components of this vector correspond to
d.diGjF) and d(G/F) respectively, and the limit vector is additive.

Similar concepts have been developed independently by Kolchin in
a work not yet published.

Characteristic sets of prime ideals as defined in [6] play a pro-
minent role in the development of the limit vector, as well as in the
development of other results of this paper which do not depend on the
limit vector. Further, it is shown that an intermediate field of a
finitely generated extension is finitely generated. Kolchin has a prior,
but different proof of this- Kolchin's analog of Lϋroth's Theorem [2, 3]
is extended and some results on characteristic sets of length one are
obtained.

Raudenbush [5] shows that the dependence axioms of Van der
Waerden [7] are satisfied by differential dependence. It is indicated
below that these axioms are more readily established by use of the
limit vector. A further result is that a proper specialization of F[a]
must reduce the limit vector only if a has a characteristic set of length
one over F. A short proof of a theorem of Delsarte [1] on partial
linear homogeneous differential equations concludes the paper.

2* Ordering the derivatives* The main source of this subject
is Ritt [6], especially §8 and §2 of Chapter VIII and §§1-16 of Chapter
IX. In general, the terminology and notation are as in [6]. Consider
the differential ring F{yu - -,yr}, where the yi are differential in-
determinates. Then Ό = dl1 d^m will denote a derivative, i.e., the
composite of derivations. We associate with D the vector^, •• ,iTO).
The sum of the ik is called the order of D, or of the associated vector,
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or of Dyό. y3- is to be considered a derivative of itself of zero order. Let
w denote an arbitrary ^/-derivative. A set of marks will be assigned
to the di and yi to achieve a complete ordering of the w. In doing
so, the primary objective will bs to have wλ precede w2 if the order
of wx is less than the order of w2. Associate with each di9 the marks
u%u # " 9 ui,m+2', where un — 1, ui2 = 0, and for k > 2: uik = 0 for kΦi+2,
uik = 1 for k = i + 2. Associate with each ^ the marks viu , v^+a*
where vi2 = i and vik = 0 for fc =£ 2. Let w = cJ*1 d^myim Then w
is assigned m + 2 marks as follows: The jt\ι mark of w is v^ + ί1ulj +
• + imumS. Let wx and w2 be two ^/-derivatives with marks a{ and
hi respectively. Then we shall say that wx precedes w2 or succeeds w2

according as the first nonzero difference 6̂  — a{ is positive or is negative.
As one can easily verify the system of marks introduced here achieves
the desired complete ordering of the ^/-derivatives. Such ordering will
prevail throughout, with the exception of §12.

3* A transcendence basis for al9 , ar over F* Let al9 , ar

be elements in G. If the a{ are differentially dependent over F, let
P be the prime ideal in F{yl9 , yr} with (aίf , ar) as a generic
zero, and let C — (Au , Ak) be a characteristic set of P. (C is
said to be a characteristic set of the a{ over F.) Denote the leader
and separant of A+ by pt and Si respectively. If w is a derivative of
some Vi, it will be called principal; otherwise, it will be called parame-
tric. We will call an α-derivative principal if it admits a representa-
tion w(a) where w is principal; otherwise, it will be called parametric.
If the a{ are differentially independent over F, all α-derivatives will
be considered to be parametric. The ordering of the ^/-derivatives
carries over to the ordering of the symbols for the α-derivatives.

THEOREM 1. The parametric derivatives ofau , ar are distinct
and constitute a transcendence basis for F(al9 , αr) over F. More-
over, a principal a-derivative depends algebraically on parametric
derivatives of equal or lower order.

Proof. If the a{ are differentially independent over F9 the proof
is immediate. Now assume that the α̂  are differentially dependent
over F9 with the associated prime ideal P and the characteristic set C
Since C is a characteristic set of P, every differential polynomial, (d.p.),
in P involves a derivative of some p{. Hence the parametric α-deriva-
tives are distinct and algebraically independent over F. This proves
the first statement of the theorem.

Now, the principal α-derivatives are completely ordered with px(a)
as the first derivative. Since px is the leader of Al9 Pχ(a) depends solely
on parametric derivatives. Let w(aά) be a principal α-derivative sue-
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ceeding pτ{a). If w is a proper derivative of some leader, say piy then
an appropriate derivative D of Ai yields

0 = ΌA^a^ , ar) = S^a,, , ar)w(aj) + B(alf , αr), where the
α-derivatives in S^α) and ϋ?(α) precede w{aά). w may also be some pi

for i > 1. In either case, w{a5) depends on principal and parametric
derivatives whose symbols precede the symbol for w(a3 ) . By induction,
each of these principal derivatives depends on preceding parametric
derivatives; hence on parametric derivatives which precede w(a5). Thus,
w(aό) depends on preceding parametric derivatives, concluding the
proof.

4* Restriction to α-derivatives with orders not exceeding n.

Let A be a subset of G, and n a positive integer. Then the set of
derivatives of elements of A of order not exceeding n will be denoted
by (n; A). Let F' be an ordinary field contained in G. Then, as is
customary, F'(n; A) will denote the ordinary field extension obtained
by adjoining (n; A) to F'. d(F'(n; A)/F') will be denoted by h{F'9 n; A)
or simply by h(n) if no ambiguity arises. (This type of abbreviation
is repeated throughout.)

With this notation the following corollary is immediate, noting that
the ordering of the α-derivatives is such that a principal derivative
depends on parametric derivatives of equal or lower order.

COROLLARY 1. h(F,n;au -- ,α r ) is the number of parametric
derivatives of the α* of order not exceeding n.

THEOREM 2. For n sufficiently large,

h{F, n;au , ar) = H(F', n; au , ar)/m ! ,

where H(ri) is a polynomial in n with integral coefficients. H(n) — Q9

or has degree t ^ m and leading coefficient ct > 0.

Proof. Let p{n) denote the number of derivatives of some y of
order not exceeding n. Then

p{n) = C(n + m,m) — (n + m)(n + m—1) (n + l)/m!

Hence, if the α< are differentially independent over F, h(n) — rp(n)
and the theorem is true in such case with t — m and ct = r.

Now assume that the a{ are differentially dependent over F with
leaders p{ of a characteristic set for the aζ over F. Partition the p{

into subsets Rjf each consisting of derivatives of the same yά. Let
Qu ' " 9 Qs be one such subset. For each nonempty subset T of {qlf , gs},
let u(T) be the m-vector with fcth component, k(T), equal to the
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maximum of the kth components of the vectors associated with the #,
in Γ, and let vτ be the sum of the k(T). Let n be a positive integer
greater than the maximum of the v over all R3. Then an m-vector
will be called a multiple of u{T) if each of its components is not less
than the corresponding component of u(T), and if the sum of its com-
ponents does not exceed n. Let S(T) denote the set of multiples u(T),
and let N(T) denote the number of elements in S(T). Let B(T) denote
the number of elements in T.
Then,

(1) N(T) = C(n + m- vτ, m) .

Note that p(n) is of the form (1) with v = 0. Therefore we extend
the set of subsets T to include the empty set φ and define vφ = 0,
N(φ) =• p{n). The number of parametric derivatives of y3- of order not
exceeding n is obtained by subtracting from p(n) the number of elements
in the union of the S(T). Thus, it is equal to

T

(2) is the sum of 2s expressions, each of the form (1). The term
of highest degree in n in each expression is the same, nmjm\ Since
there are as many positive as negative expressions in (2), the sum of
the terms in nm is zero. Furthermore, by consideration of large n we
see that the effective leading coefficient of (2) is positive.

The sum of the number of parametric derivatives of the R3 is then
a polynomial with the desired properties. (An empty R3 contributes
p(n) elements.)

The following corollary is immediate.

COROLLARY 1. Let s be an integer with 0 ^ s ^ m. Ifaif'-*9ar

are differentially dependent over F, then

( 0 , if s < m - t

ct, if s = m — t

co f if s > m — t .

If al9 , ar are differentially independent over F9 then

r , for s = 0
lim n8h(n)/p(n) = .

( oo, f or 0 < s < m .

* Introduction of the limit vector* We may now define

L8(F, (&!,-•-, ar) = lim n8h(n)/p(n) (s = 0, , m) ,
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and

L{F, au , ar) = (Lo, , Lm) .

The latter will be called the limit vector of al9 , ar over F.
The following remarks are evident.

(1) d.d{F<al9 , ary/F) = r~L0 = r.

(2) For a single element α, d.d(F<a>/F) = 0 <=> Lo = 0.

We will later show that d.d(Fζal9 •••, ar>/F) = Lo, subsuming (1) and

(2).

(3)

In particular, if each α* is algebraic over JP, L S = 0 for all s.

6. Results on Lx. The following corollaries follow from the proof
of Theorem 2. In this section, a will be differentially algebraic over
F with characteristic set C = Al9 , Ak9 0 < & < oo. ^ will denote
the vector associated with the leader of A{.

COROLLARY 2.

J^ particular, this shows that LX{F\ a) is divisible by m.

Proof. The coefficient of %m~λ in ml C(n + m ~ vTf m) is

(3) (m — vτ) + + (1 — vτ) — m(m + l)/2 —

The first term in (3) is the same for each vτ. Since there are as many
positive as negative expressions in (2), these terms cancel in computing
Cm_ l f and the desired result follows.

As a special case of Corollary 2, we have the following.

COROLLARY 3. If a has a characteristic set of length one over F,
then Lλ(F\ a) = mg where g is the order of such characteristic set.

The result of Corollary 2 may be carried further so as to depend
more directly on the leaders of the characteristic set. We need the
following lemma.

LEMMA. Let u(l), •• ,^(&), 1 <; k < oo, be a sequence S of real
numbers with u(l) — min (u(i)). For each subsequence T of S, let
B{T) and M(T) denote respectively the number and maximum of its
elements. Then,
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£ ( - l)*w+*M(T) = u(ΐ) .

Proof. Let V denote a T which does not have u(l) as its first
^"element; and let T" be the sequence obtained by adjoining u(l) at the

beginning of T. Then, with the exception of T — u(ΐ), the T can be
partitioned into pairs of Tr and T" such that

) ( " ) = 0 .

Thus, the desired result is obtained.

COROLLARY 4. Let w3- denote the minimum of the jth components
of the Wi. Then

m

L±(F; a) = m'Σwj .
3=1

Proof By the lemma, the sum of the jth components of the vec-
tors associated with the T, with the appropriate signs affixed, is w3 .

Hence, if we sum the (— l)B{T)+1vτ component-wise, the result of
Corollary 2 yields LX(F\ a) = m Σu^Wj, as desired.

Note that Corollary 4 implies that LX(F) a) = 0 if and only if wό =
0 for all j .

COROLLARY 5. Let At of order v belong to C, and let k > 1*
Then Lt(F; a) < mv.

Proof. If for j = 1, •• 9m, the jth component of Wt is the
minimum of the jth components of the Wi9 then for i Φ t, A{ would
not be reduced with respect to At.

We are now in a position to prove a converse of Corollary 3.

COROLLARY 6. If Lλ{F\ a) — mg, 0 g g < oo, and if a satisfies
an irreducible d.p. A over F of order g, then A is a characteristic
set for a over F.

Proof. Since a satisfies A, there exists a d.p. A! in C with order
g' ^ g. By Corollary 5, if k > 1, LX{F\ a) < mgf g mg. Hence, C = A'.
By Corollary 3, gf' = g and Af has the same order as A. Since A has
zero remainder with respect to A' and is irreducible, A — cA! where c
is in F; hence, A is a characteristic set for a over F.

7, Additivity of the limit vector•

LEMMA 1. Let A be a finite set of elements contained in an ex-
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tension of F. If k, q, and r are nonnegative integers and s an
integer such that 0 g s <Ξm, then

lim [(n + k)sh(n + q9 A)/p(n + r)] — lim [n8h(n, A)/p(n)] .

Proof.

(n + I

Clearly,

Furthermore,

g, A) =
g, A) Qn, g)

p(n + r) p(n + q)

and lim

(n + q)s p(n + r)

lim
q)

LEMMA 2. Let Abe a set and b an element contained in an exten-
sion ofF with b differentially algebraic over JP<A>. Let t be the maximal
order of derivatives of A appearing in a characteristic set C for b
over FζAy. Let A be a set of A-derivatives containing (n + t; A).
Then,

h(FζA>, n; b) - h(F{A')9 n; b) .

Proof Let S(n) denote the set of parametric derivatives of b of
order not exceeding n with respect to C. Then S(n) is algebraically
independent over F(A'). Furthermore, S(n) is an algebraic spanning set
for (n; b) over F(A) since in the proof of Theorem 1 only derivatives
with orders not exceeding n of the d.p. in C are present in the al-
gebraic relations obtained for the principal derivatives.

Note that the result holds more readily if b is differentially trans-
cendental over FζA}.

THEOREM 3.

L(F; al9 , α^); a,) .

Proof. For i = 1, , r — 1, if ai+1 is differentially transcendental
over Fζau •••, α{>, let tt = 0. Otherwise, ti be the maximal order of
derivatives of au , α< in a characteristic set for ai+1 over F<(au , a{y*
Then,
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F(n + « !+•••+ tr_,; au , ar)

Z) F(n + tx + + ί,̂ ; a^){n + ί2 + + ir_x; a2)

• (w + *,._!; α îXw; αr) =) F(w; αx, , ar) .

Then, byTadditivity of the transcendence degree and Lemma 2,

h(F, n + tλ+ +ί r_ 1; α1? , ar)

^ Σ h{F<alt , α,_α>, % + * . + . . . + ίr_i; a,)

^ h(F,n;al9 •• ,α r).

Multiplying by ns/p(n), then taking the limit of the resulting expres-
sions as w approaches oo, by application of Lemma 1, the desired
result is obtained.

8* Extension of the limit vector to a measure of an arbitrary
differential field extension* Let f(G) denote the set of finite subsets
of an extension G of F, including the null set. For S and T in /,
suppose that k is the first component for which L(F; S) and L(F; T)
differ, and that Lk(F; S)<Lk(F; T). Then we will write L(F;S)<L(F; T)
and we may define L(G/F) = sups€/ L(F; S).

COROLLARY 1. IfG is finitely generated overF, i.e.,G—FKalf , αr>,
then L(GJF) = L(F; alf , ar).

Proof. Let A = {au , ar} and B belong to /. Then G = FζA, By.
By Theorem 3, L(F; B) g L(F; A, B) = L(F; A) + L(F<A>,£). Since
B c F<^>, L(F<^>; 5) = 0. Hence, L(F; B) ̂  L(F; A) for all B in /.

Immediate consequences are:

COROLLARY 2. Given G = FζAy = F<£>, ^Λere δoί/̂  A and B
belong to f. Then L(F; A) = L(F; B).

COROLLARY 3. // H is finitely generated over G, and G is fini-
tely generated over F, then

L(H/F) = L(H/G) + L(G/F) .

9* A general additivity theorem*

THEOREM 4. Given FaGaH. Then, L(H/F) = L(G/F) + L(H/G).

Proof. (Part I): To prove L(H/F) ^ L(G/F) + L(H/G). Let g{H)
denote the set of finite subsets of H, including the null set, which
contain no elements of G. Then every V in f(H) is the unique union
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of an S in f(G) and a T in g(H), and conversely. For a particular V =
SUT,

L(F; V) = L(F; S) + L(F<S>; T ̂  L(F; S) + L(G; T) .

Hence,

sup L(F; V) ^ sup (L(F; S) + L(G; T))
ref(H) r

= sup L(F; S) + sup L(G; T) = L(G; ί7) + L(#; (?) .
SG TE(S)

Proof. (Part II): To prove L(H/F) ^ L(G/F) + L(H/G). It suf-
fices to show that L(Fζhu - - , hr>/F) ̂  L(H/G) + L(G/F) for any
finite subset Ẑ , , hr of H. Let ̂  = Gζhu , Λr)>, and let P be
the prime ideal in G{yu * ,yr} with A3, * — ,hr as a generic zero. If
P = 0, let <?! = F. Otherwise, let Gx = FζA>, where A is the set of
coefficients of a characteristic set C of P. Let Px be the prime ideal
in Gλ{ylf , yr} with /&lf , hr as a generic zero. Then C is also a
characteristic set of P l β Hence, L(HJG) = LiG^K ,

By additivity for the finitely generated case,

L{F<Jιu ,

= L i G ^ , , λr>/G0 +

= L(HJG) + L(GJF)

^ L(H/G) + L(G/F) .

10. Remarks on Lo. (1) Almost all of the previous results
on I/o could be obtained more readily: If a is differentially algebraic
over F, it is sufficient to consider a single d.p. B(y) in F{y} which
has a as a nonsingular solution, (i.e., a does not annul the separant
of B(y).)

(2) In order to establish the theory of differential dependence for
arbitrary m, Raudenbush showed in [3] that differential dependence
satisfied the dependence axioms of Van der Waerden [5]. However this
theory follows immediately from the results on Lo. Furthermore, since
it suffices to consider differentially independent subsets of G in deter-
mining L0(G/F), it is clear that d.d (GIF) = L0(G/F). Hence the addi-
tivity of d.d. follows from the additivity of Lo.

11* A result on finitely generated extensions*

THEOREM 5. Given F<z.G(zH= Fζalf , αr>. Then G is fini-
tely generated over F.

Proof. If the a{ are differentially independent over G, then it
follows readily that F — G. Hence the theorem is true in such case.

If the di are differentially dependent over G let Q be the set of
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coefficients of a characteristic set Au * ,Ak of the a{ over G. Then

we assert that G — FζQy. For let p{ be the leader of A{ and R the

set of parametric derivatives of the ait Construct

Gr = F<Q> , G'* = G\R) , G* = G(R) .

Then

and

[if : G'*] - [i?: G*] - Π (deg Λ in p,) <
i l

Thus

G'* = G* .

Moreover, since the parametric derivatives of the at are trans-
cendental over both G and G', [G : G'] = [G* : G'*] = 1. Hence, G = G'
and the theorem is proved.

12* Characteristic sets of length one and Lϋroth's theorem*
Kolchin [1] and [2] proves the differential analog of Liiroth's theorem
for ordinary differential fields of characteristic zero; explicitly, if
FcG<zFζyy, then G = Fζa}, for some a in G. With minor changes
Kolchin's proof goes through for the partial case, provided that y has
a characteristic set of length one over G.1

Using the ideas in [1] and [2], we establish the following converse.

THEOREM 6. If FaFζayczFζyy, where agF, then y has a
characteristic set of length one over F<V>.

Proof. Since aeFζyy, a — P(y)/Q(y), where P and Q may be
taken to be relatively prime d.p. over F. We assert that A{z) —
aQ(z) — P(z) is a characteristic set of y over Fζay. To begin with,
A is clearly irreducible over Fζoy.

Let Y be the prime ideal over Fζay with ί/ as a generic zero.
Let X be the prime ideal over Fζay with A as a characteristic set,
and let x be a generic zero of X. x is differentially transcendental
over F; for otherwise α, and hence y would be differentially algebraic
over F. Therefore, mapping y onto x determines an î -isomorphism

1. In Kolchin's proof, [2] on the 9th and 10th lines from the top on page 400,
the result follows by considering the derivatives ordered so that every z derivative
is higher than every y derivative. On the lβth line from the top on the same page,
the y derivatives need to be considered higher. These orderings differ from those
used in this paper.
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of Fζy} onto Fζxy. Under this isomorphism, a remains fixed, for
a — P(y)/Q(y) — P(x)/Q(x). Hence the isormorphism leaves Fζay fixed.
Thus y and x satisfy the same d.p.'s over F<V>, and y is a generic
zero of Q. Hence, X = Y and A is a characteristic set of X.

13 • The length of a characteristic set is not a property of
the extension* If Fζay = Fζby, and if a has a characteristic set of
length one over F, must this also be true of 6? The answer is in the
negative as the following example will indicate.

EXAMPLE. Let u denote a differential indeterminate and let m — 2
with the derivations denoted by subscripts x and y as in ux and ιιy.

Let P be the set of d.p. with zero remainder with respect to ux.
Then P is a prime differential ideal. Since the initial and separant of
ux are both one, P is also generated by ux over F. Let a be a generic
zero of Po Define

( 1) b = a + pay ,

where p is in F and is differentially transcendental over the field of
rationale contained in F. Then

( 2 )

( 3 )

( 4 )

Then (1)

( 5 )

showing

( 6 )

and

that

by — ay + 2V

(2) imply

a =

a is in Fζby

bx = pxay

ay + payy — (1

bxx = pxxay

b-pay=b~

. (2) and (4)

bx - pXJpxx

>

+ py)ay + payy

- P/PΛK) ,

imply

= o ,
showing that b satisfies a second order d.p. over F.

Equations (1), (2), and (3) may be solved for α, av, ayy in terms of
δ, bx and by. Hence, since α, ay, ayy are algebraically independent over
F, b cannot satisfy a first order d.p. over F. Equation (6) yields the
irreducible d.p. satisfied by 6,

(6') A = ux- px\ιjpxx ,

which may be chosen as a d.p. in a characteristic set for b.
By Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, LΊ(F; a) = 2. Since F<α> = F<δ>,

L^F; b) = 2. By the same corollary, A cannot be the sole d.p. in a
characteristic set for b.
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14* A simply generated extension with no generator having
a characteristic set of length one* Example: Let P be the prime
differential ideal generated by ux and uy over F. Then uβ and uy also
constitute a characteristic set of P. Let a be a generic zero of P, and
let G = F<α>.

Then fc(F, w; α) — 1, for all positive integral n. Hence L^G/F) = 0.
By Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, if G has a generator 6 with a charac-
teristic set of length one, then L^G/F) = m# where g is the order of
such characteristic set. Hence, g — 0 and b is algebraic over F. This
implies that α is algebraic over F which is a contradiction of the fact
that a is a generic zero of P.

15 • Specializations* a' is called a specialization of α if there
exists a differential homomorphism of F{a} onto jP{α'}, taking a into α',
and leaving F element wise fixed. Since

h(F, n; a') ̂  h(F, n; α), L(F; a!) g L(F; α) .

We investigate when equality holds.

PROPOSITION 1. If a has a characteristic set of length one over
F and if o! is a proper specialization of a, (i.e., F{a} and i^α'} are
not isomorphic), then L(F; a') < L(F; α).

Proof. Assume L(JP; a') = L(F; α), and let A be a characteristic
set for a over ί7. Then by Corollaries 3 and 6 of Theorem 2, A is
also a characteristic set for α' over F. Hence, F{a} and F{a'} are iso-
morphic. Thus the proposition is proved.

PROPOSITION 2. If a has a characteristic set of length exceeding
one, a proper specialization need not reduce the limit vector.

Proof. The following example will prove the point. As in the
example of § 13, we consider F{u} with u a differential indeterminate
and two derivations denoted by subscripts x and y. Let t be a generic
zero of the prime differential ideal P in F{u} with characteristic set
and generator u9. Also, let a be a generic zero of the prime differen-
tial ideal Q in F{u} generated by and with a characteristic set, uxx

and uxy. Since Q is properly contained in P, £ is a proper specializa-
tion of a. But, by direct computation, or by Corollary 4 of Theorem 2,.

; α) = L(F; t) = (0, 2, oo), proving the proposition.

16* Order of a prime ideal and systems of linear homogeneous
Let P be a prime differential ideal in F{y} with generic zero α.
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The algebraic degree of transcendence of Fζay over F is called the order
of P, (ord P). By Theorem 1, this is the number of parametric deriva-
tives of α. We will show that this use of order agrees with the
"order " of a system of linear homogeneous d.p. as used in the study
of differential equations.

The following lemmas will lead to this result. The first two are
nondifferential and are stated without proof. Lemma 3 is Kolchin's
Lemma 1 in [4], where it is proved. Lemmas 4 and 5 are the differen-
tial analogues of Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively.

LEMMA 1. Let S be a system of linear homogeneous polynomials
in K[xlf , xn] which is a vector space over K, where K is a non-
differential field. Then

(a) (S) is prime and contains no linear homogeneous polynomials

which are not in S.

(b) s n κ[xlf , xr] = o = (S) n κ[xlf , χr] = o .

LEMMA 2. Let a set T of linear homogeneous polynomials with
coefficients in a field K generate a vector space over K and over an
extension L of K. Then elements of T linearly independent over K
remain linearly independent over L, and the number of such elements
in a maximal set is the dimension of both vector spaces.

LEMMA 3. Let C be the field of constants of the partial differen-
tial field F, and let au , an belong to F. If au , an are linearly
dependent over C, then WDv...,Dn{au , an) = 0 for every choice of
derivatives Dlf , Dn where WDv...,Dn{alf , an) = det {Ό{a2). Con-
versely, if WDit...tΏn(au •••, an) = 0 for every choice of Dly - - -, Dn

of orders ^ n — 1, then alf , an are linearly dependent over C.

LEMMA 4. Let S be a system of homogeneous linear partial d.p*
in F{y} which is a vector space over F and is closed under the de-
rivations du , dm. Let T denote a set of y-derivatives. Then [S\
is prime and

s n F[T] = o => [S] n F[T] = o .

Proof. Let V denote the set of finite sets of ^-derivatives. Then
by Part (a) of Lemma 1, if Ue V, S Π F[U] generates a prime ideal
Sσ in F[U], Since the union of the Sσ over all U in V is [S], [S]
is prime.

Let T be a finite subset of T. By Part (b) of Lemma 1,
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s n F[T] = o=>sτ,n F[Γ] = o => [S] n F[τ\ = o .

LEMMA 5. Let S denote a set of homogeneous linear partial d.p.
in F{y}, and let G be an extension of F. Let T denote a set of y-
derivatives. If P and Q denote the prime differential ideals gen-
erated by S in

F{y} and G{y} respectively,

then

p n F[τ] = o <=> Q n G[T] = o .

This implies that P and Q have the same orders.

Proof. Let S* denote the system consisting of the d.p. in S and
of their derivatives. Let B be a maximal linearly independent subset
of £* over F, therefore, by Lemma 2, over G. By Lemma 4, P
contains a nonzero polynomial in members of T if and only if it con-
tains such a polynomial which is linear homogeneous; that is, if and
only if there is a linear dependence among members of T and B over
F. In the same way Q contains a nonzero polynomial in the members
of T if and only if the members of T and B are linearly dependent
over G. But Lemma 2 shows that these conditions are equivalent.
Thus the lemma is proved.

THEOREM 7. Let S be a system of homogeneous linear partial
d.p. in F{y}. If the set of solutions of S is of linear dimension k
over constants, then ord [S] — k.

Proof, (a)
Let uu , uk be a linear basis for the solutions over constants.

Let cl9 ,ck be new constants algebraically independent over Fζul9 ,uky.
Let v = Σ ciui- Since the u{ are linearly independent over constants,
by Lemma 3, for some set of derivatives Dl9 , Dk of orders S k — 1,
WDl, , Dk(ul9 , uk) Φ 0. Hence, Ό{Ό, , Dkv are linearly independ-
ent over F. Since v belongs to the manifold of [S]9 [S] contains no
linear homogeneous polynomial, and therefore by Lemma 4, contains
no polynomial in Dλy, , Dky. Hence, ord [S] ̂  k.

(b) fc
Let ord[S] = k. Let vλ be a generic zero of [S]. Then k deriva-

tives, Du , Dk9 of vx are algebraically independent over F. We define
inductively a sequence of elements v3- which are solutions of S by the
requirement that vό be a generic zero of the differential ideal generated
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by S over F<yu

Then, by Lemma 5, D{vh , Dkvό are algebraically independent
over Fζvlf , ̂  _i>. In particular, the Ό{vh i, j = 1, , k, are al-
gebraically independent over F. Hence, WDv...tDk(vu , vk) Φ 0. Then
Lemma 3 implies that the vό are linearly independent over constants.
Thus fc^

THEOREM 8. Let P be a prime differential ideal in F{y}. If P
contains a set of nonzero d.p. Aif i — 1, , m, such that At involves
only y-derivatives of the form d\y where t is a nonnegative integer,
then ord P is finite.

Proof If P contains a d.p. free of proper ^-derivatives, then ord
P — 0, and the theorem holds. Hence, we may assume that the A{

involve proper ^/-derivatives. Then A{ involves a derivative of the
leader of some member of a characteristic set C of P. Hence, there
exist leaders of members of C of the form d\{y, t{ > 0, i — 1, , m. Thus,
by Theorem 1, ord P ^ tλ tm. proving the theorem.

If we specify in Theorem 8 that P — [S], where S is a system of
linear partial homogeneous d.p. in F{y}, then we have the hypothesis
of a theorem of Delsarte [1], Proposition A, page 37. Then by Theorems
7 and 8, the linear dimension of the solution space of S is finite, which
is Delsarte's conclusion.
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